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Abstract - Intraoperative microelectrode (signal) recording
(MER) with deep brain electrical stimulator (DBS) for
micro-electrode implantation in Parkinson`s is a successful
method for target nucleus localization for determining the
subthalamic-nucleus (STN) in Parkinson`s disease (PD).
Positive therapeutic response devoid of poor side effects to
STN-DBS for PD depends to a high degree on lead position in
the STN. The sensorimotor area of the STN (which is a
preferred-location), lies dorsolaterally, in a part discernible
by discrete beta (β) oscillations (frequency-band 13Hz–
30Hz) in the Parkinsonian state. We present an objective
real-time method (whose throughput is very maximal) to
precisely differentiate sub territories of the STN in
stereotactic-functional-neurosurgery, based on MERs and
statistical signal/image processing probabilistic hidden
Markov models (HMMs). In this study. Fifty two MER
trajectories were employed, attained 21 PD patients who
underwent bilateral STN-DBS functional-neuro-surgery for
electrode-implantation. The offline Mat-Lab utility tools,
such as, root mean square (RMS) and fast Fourier transform
(FFT) discrete Fourier transform (DFT) hamming window
based power spectral density (PSD) of the MER signal
recordings were utilized to train and test the Markov-model
in discovering the dorsolateral oscillatory area (DLOA) and
non-oscillatory ripples (non-harmonics) sub-territories
within the subthalamic-nuclei. The model discriminations
were compared to the decisions of a skilled-end-user. The
HM-model identified STN-entry, ventral boundary of DLOA,
and STN-exit with an error -0.09±0.35, -0.27±0.58, and 0.20±0.33mm (mean±SD), and with finding reliability with
less than 1mm error of 94.95%, 85.94%, and 91.21%. The
model was thriving despite a very uncouth grouping method
and was brawny of hefty to parameter-variation. Hence, by
using Markov(HM) model in concurrence with RMS and PSD
measures of intra-operative MER-signal can give enhanced
classiness/or elegance of STN entry and exit in disparity
with earlier methods, and introduces a new (intraoperative-STN) finding of a DLOA ventral-limit. We
hypothesized the MER trajectory by means of Markovhidden-model.
Key Words: Beta Oscillatory Activity(BOA), Deep brain
stimulation(DBS), Dorsolateral Oscillatory Area(DLOA)
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Hidden Markov Model
(HMM), Microelectrode Recording (MER), Parkinson’s
Disease (PD), Power Spectral Density (PSD), SubthalamicNuclei (STN), Tremor Frequency Oscillations (TFOs)
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the of the most commonest neurodegenerative
disorders that elders’ experience, Parkinson’s disease (PD)
is a critical diagnosis affecting approximately 2 of every
1,000 older adults [1], which is characterized by the hall
mark cardinal motor symptoms, namely, tremor,
Bradykinesia, rigidity and postural instability. Although
there is currently no cure and current PD management
help alleviate only the features or symptoms rather than
the disease’s progression, fresh hope lies in new research
focused on neuro-protection. PD, the causes of which are
unknown, is a chronic, progressive brain disorder that
belongs to a larger class of disorders called movement
disorders. The search for optimal cure is on for the past 2
centuries since the time it was first described by James
Parkinson [2]. In PD, one particular population of brain
cells—those that produce a chemical messenger called
dopamine—become impaired and are lost over time. “The
loss of these brain cells causes’ basal-ganglia (BG, an
important organ or part of brain) circuits in the brain to
function exceptional, and those exceptional circuits result
in human movement and motor control problems [1].
The STN-DBS for advanced idiopathic Parkinson’s disease
(PD) has proven to be harmless, effective for motor
symptoms, valuable, and the therapeutic efficacy is the
primary goal of DBS [3]-[5]. During surgery for implanting
DBS electrode in STN, microelectrode recording (MER) is
often utilized to physiologically pinpoint the STN [6]-[8],
predictive role in terms of the response to STN-DBS, to
identify the MER signal characteristic discharge patterns
(signatures) of STN that correlate with improved motor
symptoms of PD as well as movement-related activity
(MRA). To implant the macroelectrode successfully within
the optimal position (probably the sensorimotor part of
the STN) [9], accurate demarcation of the PD patient`s
(subject’s) STN (based on the MERs) is required. This
includes derivation of the entry and exit points of the STN
across the MER trajectory, as well as localization of the
sensorimotor area within the STN.
It has been well established that the STN can be divided
into three (sensorimotor, limbic, and cognitive/
associative) functional territories, each broadly involved
in its respective basal ganglia–thalamo-cortical loop [10][15]. The sensorimotor area of the STN is primarily
positioned dorsolaterally [16]-[19], the same lay that
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seems to provide optimal therapeutic benefit to subjects
undergoing STN DBS [20]-[23]. Furthermore, it has been
shown that local field potential (LFP) [24]-[26] and single
unit [27] (when averaged across subjects) beta-oscillatoryactivity (BOA) is generated largely within the dorsolateral
portion of the STN. It would therefore seem that there is
correspondence between the dorsolateral oscillatory area
(DLOA) and the sensorimotor area of the STN, and that
beta-oscillatory activity could possibly predict the most
effective con-tact for STN DBS [28], [29]. The extent of this
overlap (DLOA, sensorimotor STN area, and optimal DBS
location), however, still requires further investigation. The
approach of this paper is a reliable, real-time objective
method that can be applied to a single STN MER diffusion.
Such a method could assist the neurosurgeon for
implanting electrode in the optimal location or simply be
used to estimate the transitions of a MER trajectory.
Automatic methods have been described to identify the
entry and exit points of the STN [30]-[33]. We present a
real-time objective method (whose throughput is very
maximal) to set the limits of the outer boundaries of the
STN as well as an intra-operative-STN (DLOA-ventral)
boundary during surgery based on the root mean square
(RMS) and fast Fourier transform (FFT) based power
spectral density (PSD) of the MERs, using Markov hidden
model which are originally designed by [34], [47], [48].
1.

Baterials and methods

1.1 Targeting STN with Magnetic Resonance Imaging
The target nucleus for the DBS surgery is STN. The
problem with targeting subthalamic nucleus is that it is an
almond shaped small biconvex lens structure and not
clearly identified on the diagnostic MR imaging scanner
due to lack of contrast between the STN and the
surrounding structures [35], [36]. The STN can be
visualized on the MRI but other methods such as Lozano’s
technique where a position 3 mm lateral to the
superolateral border of the red nucleus is targeted have
been studied and found to be effective areas for
stimulation [37]. As the MRI techniques are not absolutely
perfect, use of electrophysiological techniques such as
microelectrode recording from the subthalamic nucleus as
well as intra-operative stimulation have helped in clearly
distinguishing the STN. Microelectrode recording can
identify subthalamic neurons by their characteristic
bursting pattern and their signals clearly identify the
subthalamic-nucleus form the surrounding structures. On
table stimulation is studied to ensure that the three is
optimal benefit with the least side effects and this is the
final test to ensure the correct targeting of the STN.
1.2 Microrecordings
The recordings from 21 PD subjects (i.e., patients)
undergoing bilateral STN DBS electrode implantation were
analyzed. All subjects met the conditions accepted
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selection criteria for implantation and signed informed
consent for surgery with MER signal recording. Ethical
clearance was approved by NIMS Hospital (AP State
University Act 1989). All the subjects were anesthetized
locally and awake during-surgery throughout the surgery.
Data were obtained off dopaminergic medications and
during periods of rest. For both the right and left hemispheres, a single trajectory using one or two channel
electrodes (separated by 2 mm anteroposteriorly in the
parasagittal plane) was made starting at 10 mm above the
computed target. The electrodes were advanced in small
discrete steps, toward the estimated center of the lateral
STN. Step size was tamed by the neurologist in order to
attain optimal unit signal acquisition and detection of
upper and lower borders of the STN. Typically, shorter
steps (100 lm) were used when the electrode was
advanced closer to the presumed location of the STN.
Following a 2-second (2mV calibration) signal
stabilization period after electrode movement cessation,
multi-unit traces were acquired for the duration of 5
seconds. Each dataset consists of MER signals acquired—
recorded from all depths of five-probes.
1.3 Signal Recording
Signal processing and signal analysis methods were
performed using the Mat-Lab technical computing. The
MER signals were filtered with band-pass filters and
adaptively band-stop filtered to reject 50 Hz noise
occurring from mains line frequency. The adaptive filter
applied here employed the power ratio of the stop-band
and of reference sidebands to adjust attenuation of the
stop-band to avoid over or under filtering.
1.3.1

Signal characteristics of STN and SN

According to neurologists, the signal characteristics of the
target nuclei STN are [46]:




A increase in the background noise
An increased density high rate neuronal discharge
An irregular high rate neuronal activity (bursting
activity)

Because of the high neuron discharge rate occurring in
STN region, the amplitude of background-signal increases
significantly. As the electrode entered SN area, the high
firing rates are observed as well. However, the
characteristics of firing pattern are no more irregular
bursting but periodic firing.
2.3.2 Root Mean Square
In computational simulation mathematical bio-statistical
signal processing and its applications, the root mean
square (RMS) is defined as the square root of the mean
square which is the arithmetic mean of the squares of a set
of numbers [3]. It is also referred to as the quadratic-mean
and is a particular case of the generalized mean with e-2
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exponential. It can also be referred to for a continuously
varying function in terms of an integral of the squares of
the instantaneous values during a cycle. The entry and exit
from the subthalamic-nuclei are marked primarily by a
vivid increase and decrease in normalized RMS (i.e.,
nRMS), correspondingly [31], [34], [34]. In addition, PSD
can be used as a marker for the dorsolateral oscillatory
area of the subthalamic-nucleus based on the increased
BOA. The normalized root-mean-square and spectrum
(the power spectral density) of an example trajectory, as a
function of estimated distance to target (EDT), are
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 A.
The nRMS of an example trajectory
(Case/Subject S17, right-side hemisphere STN) as a
function of estimated distance to target (EDT). (B) The
PSD of the same trajectory. The PSD color-scale represents
10 × loge10 (PSD power/average PSD power) per EDT. The
red (A) and black (B) solid vertical lines indicate STN
entry and exit; the dot-dash lines indicate the ventral
boundary of the dorsolateral oscillatory area (DLOA).

The power spectral density (PSD) is used to compute
nonparametric PSD estimates equivalent to the
periodogram using fast Fourier transform (FFT). The FFT
is an algorithm to compute the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) with less number of additions and multiplications
[49]. The examples show how to properly scale the output
(o/p) of FFT for even length inputs (i/p, i.e., data points),
for normalized frequency (in hertz or cycles/second), and
for one and two sided PSD estimates. While plotting the
PSD, 50 Hz (Indian English channel) interference from
mains lines power supply (ripples or artifacts) and their
harmonics were replaced by the mean PSD, and the PSD
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2.5 Hidden markov Models
Hidden Markov models [46], [47], [48] are used to
estimate the position of the electrode at each depth across
the trajectory based on the nRMS and PSD of the
microelectrode-recordings. In this, four discrete states are
defined: Prior to the subthalamic-nuclei, in the
dorsolateral oscillatory area (DOLA) of the STN, in the
non-oscillatory STN, and finally out of the STN. A typical
trajectory state chain or sequence would go through all
four states consecutively. However, not all trajectories had
oscillatory recordings (ORs) in the presumed dorsolateral
area of the STN; hence, a trajectory could skip state 2. In
addition, it was possible for a trajectory to end in state 3 (a
MER trajectory that was terminated before exiting the
STN). In the advancement of a sequence, it was possible to
remain in the same state, however not likely to go
backwards (for instance, from a state within the STN to
prior to the STN state). Trajectories that did not pass
through the STN were not included in this study because
they are a trivial case for which the RMS remains at the
electrical baseline level through the trajectory and there
are no transitions. An HMM state sequence uniquely
defined three possible state transitions:
1.
2.
3.

In – STN entry (noted by transition from state 1 to
state 2 or state 3).
Dorsolateral oscillatory area (DLOA) ventral – the
ventral boundary of DLOA
Out – STN exit (noted by transition from state 3 to
state 4)

The design of possible Markov states and their
corresponding transitions is depicted in Figure 2.

1.4 Computation of PSD
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was smoothed in the frequency direction using a narrow
Hamming window (standard deviation 5 = 0.33 Hz). The
PSD spectrum was computed with 1 s sliding window, 0.5
seconds overlap and 4096 data—points. Resting PSD was
normalized across all contact pairs of a given electrode at
each frequency. The normalized power of contact pair C i
on the frequency fi was computed using the following
equation

|

Figure 2. Four possible hidden Markov model States and
transitions. The arrows-indicates the 3 possible states and
transitions.
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2.6 Data Observations and Grouping
Parzen [45] derived very good estimator. The best
estimator is “consistent” and “unbiased”.
Consistency: An estimator is said to be unbiased if its
expected value is identical with the population parameter
being estimated. As the sample size increases gets closer
to ̂ gets closer to θ
̂ – θ| > ɛ) = 0 is “consistent”.
E [ ̂] = 0 is “unbiased”.
Sampling distribution of ̂ should have a small
standard error is “precise”. These are the three
probabilistic models that are employed in order get
the estimation. The following paradigm gives the bias
versus precision:

Figure 3 Bias versus precision
Unbiasedness: If an estimator, say θ, approaches the
parameter θ closer and closer as the sample size ‘n’
increases, θ is said to be a consistent estimator of θ. To
best estimate the Markov hidden-state, the following
observations were used in this study.
1. The normalized root mean square (nRMS)
2. The mean beta (13Hz–30 Hz) PSD
3. The maximum beta PSD
Since the data set was limited (52 trajectories), it was
necessary to have a relatively small HMM emission matrix
(the matrix depicting the probability of each observation
per HMM state) else it would not be adequately sampled
during the learning stage. This requirement limited the
resolution with which the three different observation
quantities could be quantized since the number of possible
combinations defines the order of the matrix. A custom
method uncouth (yet logical, as will be explained below)
quantization was adopted, whereby the observations were
grouped into six clusters as follows:
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All observations with nRMS < 1.25 (threshold 1), i.e. below
a 25% increase from the nRMS electrical baseline (which is
equal to 1 due to the normalization) were grouped
together (Low-nRMS group). The mean deviation from
threshold 1 (i.e. nRMS - 1.25) of the remaining
observations was computed. Threshold 2 was defined by
threshold 1 and 25% of the computed mean deviation.
Observations with nRMS between threshold 1 and
threshold 2 were grouped together (Intermediate-nRMS
group), while observations with nRMS > threshold 2
where further divided according to their (maximum and
mean) BOA (above or below the median), resulting in a
further four (high-NRMS) groups.
The reasoning behind the cluster-analysis can be
explained as follows: In conglomerating the nRMS, using
an absolute threshold (1) was appropriate since the RMS
was normalized. Albeit, there exists inter-patientvariability (IPV) of nRMS within the STN; therefore in
addition to each particular trajectory. The nRMS >
threshold 2, the observations were further grouped based
on the PSD since the DLOA ventral transition (based on
PSD), takes place at high values of nRMS, .i.e., within the
STN. It was noted that some subjects had narrow band of
BOA (e.g., Figure 1B), where as others had a wider band
(for instance, Figure 4A). We presumed that maximum and
mean beta PSD would better capture narrow and wide
band beta oscillations, correspondingly. Both mean and
maximum (BOA) were used for PSD grouping. Tremor
frequency oscillations (TFOs) seemed to be episodic [27]
and sporadic. They were not always present and when
present they did not define a continuous area as the beta
oscillations did (Figure 4A). We therefore we did not
incorporate into the HMM.
2.7 Estimating Hidden Markov Models
For each trajectory, the ‘‘known’’ state transitions were
defined (corresponding to the three possible HMM state
transitions––mentioned earlier in section The Hidden
Markov model). In (STN-entry) and Out (STN-exit)
transitions were based on intra-operative neuronal
analysis by the neurophysiologist as well as the nRMS
plots and the DLOA-ventral transition was distinguished
by visual inspection of the PSD, noting a sudden diminish
in BOA. The known state transitions are depicted in the
NRMS plots by red-lines and in the PSD plots by black lines
(Figures. 1 and 4). These transitions from one state to
other states defined a known state cycle for estimating and
testing the HMM.
The maximum likelihood estimate of the HMM
transition and emission probability matrices were
estimated based on the known state sequences. Since the
training data were fully labeled (there were known state
sequences for the whole data-set), there was no need for
the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm or iterative
procedures in the manner of heuristics trial and error-
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based (which would require initial guessing of the
probability matrix values), and the matrices values could
be directly estimated.
2.8 Testing Hidden Markov Models
After the HMM was estimated using the known
state sequences of all trajectories excluding one (N 2 1 5
55), we then tested on the excluded trajectory (with no
assumption of its sequence) by evaluating the deduced
HMM state transitions to the trajectory’s known state
transitions. The deduced HMM state sequence was
computed as the most probable sequence beginning with
the HMM in state 1 before the first observation (using
[34]). This process was repeated N (52) times, individually
testing each trajectory. The mean and SD of the error in
estimating each of 3 transitions were computed.
2.9 Hardware
The following hardware is employed in this study.
Medtronic 5 channel MER machine, DBS system battery
(Medtronic) with input impedance <250 Ωs. Extracellular
single/multi-unit
MER
was
performed
with
microelectrode 291 with 10μicron width (Medtronic);
impedance 1.1±0.4 MΩ, and a 16-bit analogue to digital
converter (A/DC).
2.10 Software
The following software is used in this study. The
data analysis was carried out on custom-built software
developed by us, Mat-Lab Version 9.2 using with Markov
models utility tool-box.
We analyzed fifty two trajectories. In our analysis,
individual trajectories established the existence of a
distinct DLOA boundary but not gradient (Figures 1B and
4A). Some trajectories had a short DLOA where as others
had a longer DLOA and when puddled the varied
trajectories standard to a gradient of BOA. Hence, it is
suggested that each trajectory has a divergent boundary
that can be visually discerned and automatically detected
by an HMM. In nutshell, there is a divergent dorsolateral
oscillatory range.
For each of the 52 trajectories, the HMM was
estimated individually based on the other 51 trajectories.
The HMM cycle state of the trajectory being tested was
then deduced using [34], based on the trajectory’s
grouped nRMS and PSD sequence. Figure 4 shows a typical
trajectory’s PSD (Figure 5A) and nRMS (Figure 5B) as well
as the mean and maximum BOA used for grouping (Figure
5C). Figure 3D presents the tags resulting from grouping
(blue-line) together with the HMM deduced state sequence
(green-line). The deduced state transitions are noted by
the steps in the state sequence (e.g. a step from state 1 to
state 2 signify the transition is in, etc.). In this example, the
HMM transition inference concurs with the known in
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transitions and out transitions (solid red-lines), but
slightly precedes the known DLOA-ventral transition (dotdash red-line). For each transition (In, out, and DLOAventral) the state transition error was defined (the
validity) as follows:
Error = S - ̂
Where, S is the known state transition (which is observed)
defined by the neurologist and ̂ is the Markov’s deduced
state-transition (Figure 4, red-lines and steps in the greenline, correspondingly) in EDT. Hits and rejections or
correct rejections (R, or CRs) were the number of properly
identified
and
suitably
annulled
transitions
correspondingly. Hits did not take into account detection
accuracy, it was simply used to count the number of
deduced HMM transitions where there was also a known
transition. However, all hits, were within 2mm, and 88%
of hits were within 0.5mm of the known transitions
(Figure 5).
Missing rates were the number of transitions that the
HMM did not detect and False Alarms (FAs) were the
number of HMM transition detections when by specialist
decision there was no transition. A histogram of the spatial
errors in deducing the location of the state transitions can
be seen (Figure 4) and an outline of the results (including
Hits, CRs, FAs, and Misses) can be seen (Table 2).
Detection reliability (Table 2) was computed by the sum of
correct detections (Hits 1 CRs) divided by the total
number of trajectories. In transition error described here
(mean ±SD: -0.09 ±0.35mm was better than that found by
the Bayesian method [27]-[29] both in mean and SD
(Bayesian method, error 5 0.18 6 0.84 mm). The Out
transition error (mean 6 SD: 20.20 6 0.33 mm) also
demonstrated better mean and standard deviation
(Bayesian method, error 5 0.50 6 0.59 mm). The DLOA
ventral transition detection is novel and therefore doesn’t
have a reference for comparison, but showed similar
results to the in and out detections (mean 6 SD: 20.27 6
0.58 mm). HMM algorithm Steve J Young [48] had to deal
with a heterogeneous variation of trajectories. While
achieving good results despite this challenge (Table 2 and
Figure 5), it failed on event. Nonetheless, the HMM proved
to be a robust. This was tested both by varying the
detection thresholds (up ↑ and down ↓) and also by
removing the stability analysis. Minimal or no-effect of
these variations was seen on detection accuracy and
reliability, demonstrating robustness of the model.
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Figure 5. The HMM transition error histograms for A, in,
(B). DLOA-ventral, and in (C) Out state transitions.
Figure 5 and outline of the results (including Hits, R or
CRs, FAs, and Misses. See Table 2). Detection reliability
was computed by the sum of correct detections (Hits 1
CRs) divided by the total number of trajectories (Table 2).
See Table 2 for the computation of detection reliability
(limiting hits to those with error < 1mm).
3. CONCLUSIONS
positive effects of lead-position with microelectrode signal
recording of bilateral STN DBS on motoric symptoms and
quality of life have been demonstrated in 21 subjects with
advanced idiopathic Parkinson`s disease cases , albeit
adverse effects of non-motoric features like cognitive
impairment, cognitive dementia, axial symptoms like
slurred speech, hallucinations, cognitive deterioration or
psychiatric complications have also been reported. Since
the STN has separate sensorimotor, limbic, and cognitive/
associative subterritories, it would seem probable that
accurate implantation of the DBS electrode within the
sensorimotor area is essential for attaining therapeutic
motor benefit while avoiding limbic or cognitive side
effects. Hence, differentiation of the outer boundaries of
the STN is inadequate, and separation of the subterritories
of the STN is required. With this model it likely to probable
for delineation of subterritories within the subthalamicnuclei.

line to automatically detect the trajectory state transitions
(one state to other state), or semi or quasi-online at the
end of a trajectory during STN DBS to aid delicacy
discrimination of the sensorimotor STN for implantation
of electrode. The limit of DLOA-ventral transition can
assist the neurosurgeon in deciding which MER channel or
pathway to implant, when multiple and parallel electrodes
are used for 5 channel Medtronic parallel MER machine,
and in implanting the macroelectrode at the optimal
depth. Positive therapeutic benefit to STN-DBS has been
associated with proximity of the active electrode contacts
to the dorsolateral border of the STN [20], [21], [23]. It has
been proposed that this may be due to activation of
adjacent structures such as the zonaincerta and/or fields
of Forel.. It is likely suggested that the benefits of STN
dorsolateral border implantation of electrode may also be
due to avoidance of volume conduction to ventral areas,
which have been connected with neuro-electropsychological side-effects [42], [43]. If this is the case then
electrode distance from the DLOA-ventral border may be
of primary importance in attaining optimal sensorimotor
benefit without cognitive or limbic side-effects. Our results
show that higher resolution, computed across enormous
data set, in concurrence with a more complex Markov
models utilizing spike phase—shape and discharge
pattern probably may even give improved results which
can be done in future and microrecording can discover
STN by their characteristic bursting signal pattern (or
signatures) and their signals clearly identify the nucleus
form the surrounding structures. The only lacuna with the
process of MER signal assessment is it may increase the
subjects’ (the PD patients) yoke (if awakened). A
discussion on latest in PD is explained elaboratively and
extensively in Appendix.
APPENDIX

Discussion on neuroprotection - latest in science –
analysis of Parkinson`s disease

In this study, a simple and hierarchical but elegant (and
uncouth) clustering technique offered excellent state
hypothesis of the MER trajectory by means of Markov
model. Enhanced accuracy than the Bayesian method for
discovering STN entry/exit was attained, with the addition
of an intra-STN DLOA-ventral transition detection. The
HMM state space representation models can be used off-

Neuroscientists particularly those who are conducting
research for a new discovery [1], [3]-[44] have found that,
in many of the cases, the presence of PD appears to be
erratic or chaotic—haphazard, even-though some risk
factors have been identified, with the greatest being age,
followed by genetics and environment. “While genetic risk
factors are being defined, the genetics of Parkinson’s
disease are not yet fully coherent or lucid. However most
scientists do think it is a convolution of genetics and
environment, where as some researchers think that the
combination of genetics and environment may speed up a
normal aging trajectory truly. There are some people who
say that if everyone lived to be 110 years, we would all
have Parkinson’s disease or Alzheimer’s—that this is an
aging brain and that somehow the trajectory has sped up
[1]. Scientific—neuroresearchers are not quite sure about
that and say that ‘it is not rationale’. We do know that
there is damage at some point or lack of function of these
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dopamine cells at some point in life, but we are not sure
where it is or for how long it goes on since as it is
scientifically not proved. The early signs of the disease
means through prediction – prognostic diagnosis may help
us understand the progress of the disease because it is
more than just these cells in the brain; it influences other
cells as well that we are learning more and more regularly.
More men than women are afflicted with PD, and “other
risk factors seem to be people who live in developed
countries or in a rural environment, and the rural
environment has been linked to possible exposure to
pesticides [44]. The average age of PD onset is about 60,
and the risk increases with age. Why is that the case? This
is an area of research emphasis, as scientists are not
certain [44]. “One theory suggests that the disease process
begins long before symptoms become evident and that a
younger, more plastic brain is able to recompense and
function relatively normally for some amount of time. Our
human brain is, one of the world`s biggest mysteries yet to
be wholly tacit, an incredibly complex organ and can
possibly deal with some small blips in the system;
however, the aging process may lessen the ability to
balance, larger numbers of dopamine neurons are lost, and
classic disease symptoms emerge.”
A 1. Symptoms and prognostic diagnosis
Movement problems are a classic sign of PD and be able to
differ amongst individuals in prevalence and severity.
Each person may have one or more of these features (i.e,
motoric-Symptoms), some slightly worse than others. The PD
motoric symptoms are: tremor, stiffness (e.g., elders’ limbs
or bodies become more rigid), Bradykinesia (e.g., elders
start to move very slowly), and postural instability (e.g.,
impaired balance). Initial symptoms of PD can be so sly
that subjects frequently simply mistake them for facets of
normal aging. Initially, symptoms might be really trivial
[43]. Someone might notice that their handwriting gets
smaller, that their hand starts to shake (and also cramps in
case of other movement disorders like Writer`s cramp),
that they may have more difficulty standing up, or that
they are a little unsteady or slow (postural instability).
Now, most of those things are something we might think
would happen as we get older, but what starts to happen is
they become gradually worse, and they start to affect daily
activities—things like talking speaking, moving walking,
eating, or reading a newspaper or when hand reaching for
a cup of coffee. At that point, that is when people usually
visit the doctor. There are also common symptoms that
often precede the motor signs of PD, including insomnia
(difficulty in sleeping); changes in sense of aroma—smell;
fatigue; restless legs; and constipation.

disorder [1], [44]. A PD diagnosis is usually guided by
presenting symptoms as there is no blood or other test to
identify the disease. Although one might think a brain scan
such as an MRI may be successful in detecting concerned
organs or elements or components (STN neurons in SN) in
PD patients, in a scan like magnetic resonance imaging,
which shows structural changes in the brain, they appear
normal in Parkinson’s disease because these cells that die
off are a very tiny population, yet they have a huge impact
on the PD subject’s movement [3], [44]. Diagnosis can also
be complicated by the fact that other disorders can have
similar symptoms to those exhibited with PD. After older
adults are put on PD treatments for their symptoms, a
more definitive judgment can be made. “Parkinson’s
disease may be difficult to diagnose initially, albeit the
classic PD symptoms and response to medications are
supportive factors [1].
A 2. Management – Then and Now
The balance of management for PD is individualized
because older adults can have varying degrees of
symptoms, and no two subjects react in exactly the same
way [44]. The gold standard for treating PD, which has
been used for many years as its primary treatment, is
Levodopa (the metabolic precursor of dopamine). A type
of dopamine-replacement therapy, “It’s a compound that is
naturally found in plants and animals, and it’s a precursor
to dopamine,” noting that it is typically given with another
compound called carbidopa to ensure its ability to cross
the blood-brain barrier and get into the brain. When it gets
into the brain, the brain cells convert L-dopa into
dopamine, which reduces the tremor symptom and some
of the motoric symptoms and allows the subjects to lead
relatively normal lives and that L-dopa (a precursor to
metabolic dopamine) does not facilitate with balance and
other non-motoric symptoms (such as cognitive dementia,
cognitive impairment, speech, hallucinations, and axial
symptoms). Albeit, that L-dopa can create its own
problems. One thing that happens with L-dopa is that, as
subjects are on it for a longer duration of time, they start
to have side effects called dyskinesias, which are abrupt
involuntary movements noting that they can influence
older adults’ quality of life. Imagine you are having a really
hard time walking and this drug makes it better, but
suddenly you get these very strange movements. One of
the challenges facing therapeutic development for PD is
discovering the means to restore and improve motor
function and decrease involuntary movements while
maintaining quality of life for the individual and providing
as full a range of motion as possible.

There is quite a bit of research right now going on into
what these early signs might mean and if that could help
predict an improved diagnosis and treatment of the

According to [1], there are different categories of
dopamine-replacement drugs that, by targeting different
parts of the dopamine metabolic pathway as L-dopa does,
increase the production of dopamine [3]-[44]. Compounds
such as Azilect, a monoamino oxidase B inhibitor, can
block the degradation of dopamine, and still others
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enhance the activity of dopamine at its receptor (the
dopamine signal). These drugs all fundamentally improve
dopamine signaling in the brain to aid the dented circuits.
Another category of drugs is used to balance other brain
chemicals that are also affected after the dopamine cells
die, and there is also a other class of drugs that will have
an effect on the non-motoric symptoms subjects with PD
may experience, such as anxiety, depression, and
orthostatic hypotension, etc.
For subjects whose symptoms are minimally improved by
medication, deep brain stimulation has been implemented
and has become a successful treatment for some PD
patients because it may reduce the need for medication
and improve dyskinesias. Evidence suggests that deep
brain stimulation significantly improves movement and
quality of life in PD subjects. Consultation with a physician
is necessary to determine whether this surgical procedure
is the best course of action for an individual PD patient.
A 3. Expectations in neuroprotection
Even though several managements and medications are
being utilized for older adults with PD, all the
contemporary medications work on managing symptoms,
but none of these medications stop the disease’s
progression. New research into neuro-protection is trying
to change that. Neuroprotection is where research is
headed right now because L-dopa, as far as we know, does
not stop the progression of the disease. None of the drugs
that are available impede the progression. Hence, there is
maximum endeavor in this area right now in both basic
research and clinical trials. Neuroprotection has
researchers looking down new avenues for a cure, such as
dietary supplements and drugs that have been used in the
treatment of other movement disorders. For instance,
several ongoing clinical trials are examining the effects of
creatine, which is commonly used to build muscle, and
coenzyme Q10, which works through cellular structures
called mitochondria, the power plants of cells, to clear any
harmful substances that are produced if the mitochondria
are not working to capacity. For example, if a power plant
were releasing hazardous chemicals into the atmosphere,
coenzyme Q10 would serve as a filter to prevent this from
happening and keep the environments clear, allowing
those around to breathe and inhale and exhale better.

determine whether isradipine and similar compounds will
improve the function of dopamine cells and provide a new
therapy for PD.” Other clinical trials are now examining
urate’s effect on PD. “A large study has shown that high
levels of urate may actually be protective in Parkinson’s
disease.” There are many studies ongoing in this area right
now, both at basic research and clinical trial levels [1],
[43], [44]. A cure for PD can be expected any day now, no
one knows how close—or far away—that cure may be.
However, there is a great deal of high-quality directed,
focused research that is currently being funded by the
National Institutes of Health, National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) and nonprofit foundations, such as the
Michael J. Fox Foundation, Parkinson’s Disease
Foundation, National Parkinson Foundation, Lasker
Foundation, Pratiksha Trust/ Infosys (India), Edmond J.
Safra Fellowship in Movement Disorders, to bring that
date closer for all those who suffer from the disease.
Scientists have made rapid progress in defining potential
causes of PD [1]. Currently, significant efforts in basic and
clinical research are directed toward development of
disease prediction and improved treatments, including the
identification of neuroprotective strategies able to slow
disease progression. As scientists continue to find out
more about the function of genes, risk factors, and brain
circuits involved in PD, they work steadily toward a cure.
A 4. Hypothesis
Evidently neuroprotection is the new cutting-edge in
movement disorders research and therapeutic—
treatment. The long-term clinical studies have so far
botched to establish that high-frequency stimulation has
been able to slow down the progression of the disease
[44]. So-called ‘earlystim’ clinical protocols have only
proven that it was safe to stimulate STN much earlier than
it was so far accepted. At the experimental level, Benabid
[44] has published that in MPTP-treated monkeys, highfrequency stimulation of the STN could protect neurons in
the substantia-nigra (SN). To test this hypothesis in
humans, one would need to perform STN stimulation at
the very beginning of the disease, which is not easily
ethically sustainable given the surgical possibility, even if
low, in subjects who are still minimally impaired by the
disease [44].
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